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SUMMARY
The problem of flash data dissemination refers to transmitting time-critical data to a large group of
distributed receivers in a timely manner, which widely exists in many mission-critical applications and Web
services. However, existing approaches for flash data dissemination fail to ensure the timely and efficient
transmission, because of the unpredictability of the dissemination process. Overlay routing has been widely
used as an efficient routing primitive for providing better end-to-end routing quality by detouring inefficient
routing paths in the real networks. To improve the predictability of the flash data dissemination process,
we propose a bandwidth and latency sensitive overlay routing approach named BLOR, by optimizing the
overlay routing and avoiding inefficient paths in flash data dissemination. BLOR tries to select optimal
routing paths in terms of network latency, bandwidth capacity, and available bandwidth in nature, which
has never been studied before. Additionally, a location-aware unstructured overlay topology construction
algorithm, an unbiased top-k dominance model, and an efficient semi-distributed information management
strategy are proposed to assist the routing optimization of BLOR. Extensive experiments have been
conducted to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposals with real-world data sets. Copyright ©
2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of rapid data dissemination in complex heterogeneous network environments, such
as peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [1–6], distributed systems [7], streaming systems [8, 9], wireless
networks [10, 11], and the clouds [12, 13], is now recognized as a key element in many real
applications and Web services such as the acquisition of timely weather information, emergency
responses (e.g., earthquake early warning‡ ), information battlefields environment, news dissemination, complex distributed queries [14], and traffic-condition broadcasts. In all these scenarios, the
real data usually need to be sent to a large number of users as quickly as possible. This specialized form of dissemination is termed as flash data dissemination [15], which transmits dynamically
created and time-critical data to a group of users in a timely manner. Thus, flash data dissemination often requires high throughput and low latency. As a result, high delays or low throughput
significantly reduces the usefulness of flash data dissemination.
As known to us, the overlay network creates a virtual topology on top of the physical network,
which has become an effective alternative to IP multicast for efficient point to multi-point commu-
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nication across the Internet or wide-area P2P systems. The overlay-based data dissemination has
been frequently studied since the last decade, because of its ease of deployment, self-organization,
high scalability, and robustness [16]. Therefore, a number of overlay-based solutions, protocols, and
systems have been proposed to optimize the data dissemination [17–23].
A classic solution to optimize the data dissemination with overlays is the Content Delivery Networks (CDN) (e.g., Akamai§ and Coral [17]), which is promoted by the commercial companies.
The CDNs replicate content and place it at proximity locations to the clients that have high bandwidth. Although CDNs can provide a scalable and cost-effective mechanism for accelerating data
dissemination, they require substantial storage and network resources and primarily focus on the
dissemination of large files such as multimedia video files. Furthermore, their performances will be
seriously degraded if the number of the nodes grows too fast [24]. Besides CDNs, a series of systems and protocols are proposed to improve data dissemination, such as BitTorrent¶ , Bullet [18],
OCEANSTORE [20], PROMISE [21], and Splitstream [22]). In addition, many publish/subscribe
systems, including the content-based or topic-based systems, are also widely used to disseminate
data in a decoupled manner. The classic systems include Scribe [25], Vitis [26], and PeerChatter [27], all of which use a gossip-based overlay or structured overlay to efficiently maintain all node
connections. Unfortunately, all the aforementioned systems are exclusively designed to establish an
efficient system for large file sharing or content transmission, by building overlay multicast trees or
overlay meshes, but not to address the problem of flash data dissemination.
On the contrary, in this paper, we are only interested in the time-critical content delivery and study
the overlay routing problem for flash data dissemination, in which the overall dissemination time
to all the peers is minimized. That is, given a sender and a large set of interested receivers spread
across the whole network, the goal is to minimize the time of delivering small-sized or mediumsized data to all the receivers. To efficiently address this problem, lots of efforts have been conducted
to improve data dissemination by optimizing the overlay routing [4, 16, 27–36] in the last decade.
Although all these studies have shown the feasibility of improving data dissemination by optimizing
the routing paths, all of them are either limited by the scalability or unsuitable for our flash data
dissemination.
Generally, to reduce the total time for flash data dissemination, the routing efficiency and the
transmission efficiency are both need to be improved. On one hand, the routing efficiency determines
the transmission delay in the network and can also improve the data location. On the other hand,
there exist many overlapping logical paths, which can easily result in poor transmission or link
congestion. If we can detour routing with some optimized intermediate nodes, then the transient
failures or congestion on default IP routing paths can be bypassed. To the best of our knowledge,
CREW [15] is the most efficient system that is exclusively designed for flash data dissemination
and is currently deployed in many real applications. Nevertheless, it does not consider the overlay
routing problem in its protocol design. We have experimentally investigated that the performance
can be further improved with the overlay routing technique.
Motivated by these considerations, in this paper, we propose an efficient overlay routing approach
called bandwidth and latency sensitive overlay routing (BLOR) to optimize flash data dissemination, which enables rapid dissemination in large-scale real networks. BLOR first optimizes the
overlay routing based on an unstructured overlay, so as to improve the routing efficiency, especially for reducing the dissemination latency. Furthermore, BLOR detours the overlay routing by
selecting the predominant candidate nodes for path switching, in order to improve the transmission
efficiency. Specifically, BLOR tries to detour routing by optimizing the latency, bandwidth capacity,
and available bandwidth altogether in nature, which has never been studied before, to the best of our
knowledge. Extensive experimental results with real-world data sets demonstrate that our approach
can significantly improve flash data dissemination.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:

§ http://www.akamai.com.
¶ http://www.bittorrent.com/.
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 An algorithm called Location-aware unstructured overlay topology construction (Lautc) is
proposed, in order to support the efficient overlay routing;
 A bandwidth and latency sensitive overlay routing approach BLOR is proposed to improve
flash data dissemination based on the overlay constructed with Lautc;
 An unbiased top-k dominance model is proposed to optimize the candidate nodes selection for
path switching;
 A semi-distributed storage structure is proposed to efficiently manage all the collected
information and facilitate the implementation of the overlay routing;
 Extensive experiments with real data sets are conducted to demonstrate the performance of the
proposals.
This paper extends an earlier published conference paper [37] in several substantial ways. First,
we provide more details about the background and the related work. Second, we formally define
the top-k dominance model, which makes it more concise and clear. Third, some optimization techniques are integrated into the approach implementation to achieve better performance. Fourth, we
propose a practical semi-distributed storage structure to manage the collected information based on
the clustering with delays. Finally, we reconduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance
of our proposals.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the related
work. Section 3 provides an overview of our proposed approach. Section 4 and Section 5 describe
Lautc and BLOR in detail, respectively. This is followed by the experimental evaluation of our
proposals from various perspectives in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary of
our future work in Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
In P2P research community, many studies [1–3] have proved that making use of diverse dissemination paths can effectively improve the performance of network applications. Detour routing by path
switching, as an effective way to optimize the data dissemination, can avoid the inefficient paths
by routing through the detour nodes. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work to
improve the overlay routing by considering the end-to-end latency, bandwidth capacity, and available bandwidth altogether for flash data dissemination. Next, we will give a brief overview of the
existing overlay routing techniques.
Detour routing assumes that there exist many available routing paths between two peer nodes and
adaptively change the routing paths according to the actual application requirements. To overcome
the path failure and performance bottlenecks by path switching has received considerable attention
recently. In [28], the authors first propose the idea of solving the routing problem by detouring.
Inspired by this, the authors in [29] propose to increase the path diversity with alternate paths.
Nevertheless, the aforementioned studies only indirectly impact the performance and cannot meet
the quality of service (QoS) requirements in real applications. Cha et al. [30] propose to place some
detour nodes to optimize the dissemination, which is difficult to be achieved in P2P networks.
All the aforementioned approaches try to select the optimized routing paths from some candidate
paths. As the growth of the network size, optimizing routing with detour nodes needs a large amount
of measurement and computation overhead, thus the scalability of the approaches is strictly limited.
Therefore, Gummadi et al. [31] use a set of randomly selected nodes as the detours to reduce the
overhead. For instance, it randomly picks some potential nodes as the candidate nodes and then
chooses the best paths through these nodes to forward data. The deficiency of the approach is that
some better detour nodes may be ruled out, because of the random selection of the detour nodes.
Moreover, many other studies use overlay topology information to optimize the path selection.
The authors in [33] choose paths according to the failure rate of the overlay links, which needs a
large amount of resources to obtain the information. In [1], the authors select the paths according
to the complete probing of the end-to-end paths and underlying path loss rate, thus the scalability
is obviously limited. Nakao et al. [35] make use of trace-route to obtain IP layer routing paths and
delay information and, based on this, to assess the overlaps of overlay and underlying physical netCopyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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work paths. Furthermore, it selects less number of overlapping paths as the candidate dissemination
paths, which is only applicable to the small-scale overlays because of its poor scalability.
All the aforementioned studies do not take bandwidth information into consideration for detour
routing. Recently, Zhu et al. [38] propose to use available bandwidth for the overlay routing, and
each node probes the bandwidth to a large number of other nodes, which limited the scalability.
While in this study, each node only needs to probe to a small number of nodes. In [36], the authors
make use of the link-state-like protocol to examine the bandwidth, loss rate, and other link attributes
of the network paths, but the cost is too high to support large network applications. Moreover, Lee
et al. [4] propose an efficient approach called bandwidth-aware routing overlay network (BARON)
to improve overlay routing. Although BARON can optimize the data dissemination by selecting
better routing paths among the global paths according to the bandwidth capacity and available bandwidth, not only it requires a large amount of storage and detection overheads but also increases
the network transmission delays, because of the lack of consideration for latency. In summary, the
aforementioned algorithms are all unsuitable for our flash data dissemination.
3. OUR DESIGN
3.1. Overview
Although the overlay can improve the data dissemination, simply using the overlay may be not
enough to provide reliable QoS, because of the mismatch between the overlay and the underlying
physical network topology. That is, it is difficult to provide great transmission performance and
scalability, because of the lack of information about underlying physical network. Moreover, the
transmission performance of flash data dissemination may be greatly affected by the inefficient paths
or the bottleneck paths, which may be caused by the transient failures or the congestion of the links,
as well as the overlapping of multiple paths.
Generally, to efficiently process the overlay-based flash data dissemination, we mainly face two
challenges in the process of flash data dissemination:
1. Routing efficiency during the data location. Data location process may incur high delays due
to the mismatch of the overlays and underlays, and the routing efficiency directly determines
the transmission delay over the network.
2. Routing optimizations during the data transmission. Because there may be a large number of
candidate routing paths in the overlay, to maximize the end-to-end bandwidth by selecting the
optimal routing nodes becomes a challenging problem.
As we know, the efficiency of data location is greatly determined by the degree of the match
between the overlay topology and the underlying physical topology. Thus, if we can construct the
overlay and make it greatly reflect the underlying physical network, then the efficiency of data
location can be greatly improved. Additionally, many recent works [1–3] show that routing through
intermediate overlay nodes instead of using the default IP routes can effectively avoid inefficient
data transmission paths, when end-to-end quality of service routing is not provided in the network
infrastructure.
Therefore, to solve the first problem, we propose the algorithm Lautc to construct a location-aware
unstructured topology. Lautc tries to construct the unstructured overlays that match the underlying
physical network to minimize the lookup delays as far as possible. Moreover, to address the second
problem, we do the detour routing with BLOR by considering the latency, bandwidth capacity, and
available bandwidth altogether to avoid the poor paths. BLOR is based on the overlay that is built
with Lautc and improves the overlay routing with a location-aware path selection strategy in nature.
3.2. Location-aware overlay construction
Our goal is to design and implement a novel overlay topology construction method to support
overlay routing in real world heterogeneous networks. However, in large-scale P2P network environments, the nodes and the links are often highly dynamic, thus we need to construct an unstructured
P2P overlay to adapt to the dynamic network environments.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. One-hop and multi-hop path switching.

As a representative protocol for constructing unstructured P2P overlay, Gnutella|| finds data by
flooding searching with a limited time-to-live (TTL). Specifically, each node multicasts the search
requests to all its neighbors and reduces the TTL, until the desired data is found or the TTL value
reaches 0. Each node in Gnutella adopts a random neighbor selection strategy, which greatly affects
the data location and transmission. If nodes can obtain some knowledge about the physical location of others when choosing neighbors, the routing latency can be significantly reduced in flash
data dissemination.
Therefore, we propose to construct a location-aware overlay with Lautc in BLOR, in order to
be aware of the underlying physical networks to reduce the delays when looking up the required
data. To this end, we choose the nearby neighbors according to the estimated delays obtained with
network coordinates computing method for the overlay construction.
Additionally, the shortest paths in the overlay routing may be in the following scenario. A message
first passes through some short hops to reach a nearby node, and the node connects to a distant node,
while the distant node connects to the node near to the target [39]. Therefore, it is better to choose
both nearby and remote nodes as neighbors for each node when we construct the overlay topology
The main idea of Lautc includes three aspects: (1) getting the delays between nodes with network
coordinates, (2) sampling the neighbors with a random walk process, and (3) choosing neighbors with an adaptive strategy to build the unstructured overlay topology. Network coordinate
approaches [40–46] have been proved to be an efficient way for estimating delays between nodes
without complete measurements. Therefore, we try to adopt a certain network coordinate approach
in Lautc to estimate the delays between nodes, in order to save the expensive measurement overhead.
3.3. Overlay routing optimization
In the overlay, multiple logical connections between end-to-end nodes may share the same physical
network links. Once the shared links become the bottlenecks or interrupted, the logic paths built on
these links will be inefficient or interrupted. At this point, they cannot provide connectivity, and the
invalid redundant connections consume more network resources.
As for the flash data dissemination, content needs to be sent to the targets as soon as possible.
Because the overlapping of paths or the bottleneck links may significantly decrease the performance
of data transmission, we do the path switching to avoid the poor performance paths to improve
the efficiency. The main idea behind BLOR is as shown in Figure 1, which describes one-hop and
multi-hop path switching cases [4].
However, path switching cannot be random, as changing the routing paths will probably increase
the routing latency. Additionally, the new routing paths cannot be guaranteed to be better than the
default ones. Therefore, in order to maximize the performance of flash data dissemination, not only
we need to consider the bandwidth capacity and available bandwidth of the paths, but also, we need
to minimize the routing hops to reduce the total transmission delays.
The primary principle of BLOR is to select optimized intermediate nodes for overlay routing to
increase the throughput, as well as to reduce the delay as much as possible.

|| http://www.gnutellaforums.com/.
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Figure 2. An example of the network coordinate model.

4. OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION WITH LAUTC
The main idea of Lautc is to use the network coordinates of nodes to obtain the delays between
the nodes, combined with a random walk sampling process and the corresponding neighbor selection strategy to build the unstructured overlay topology. Network coordinate approaches have been
proved to be an efficient way to estimate the minimal delays between hosts without direct measurements. There exist many approaches [40–46] that can be adopted to obtain the network coordinates
in Lautc. The basic network coordinate model of the nodes in the Internet or P2P is shown in
Figure 2. In the overlay construction with Lautc, we adopt PIC method [44] to obtain the network
coordinates, because of its practicability and popularity.
The PIC is proved to be a practical coordinate-based approach for estimating distances in the
Internet. Generally, PIC first assigns a point in a multi-dimensional Euclidean space to each node and
uses the distance between two points in the space as an estimate of the network distance between the
nodes. Then nodes can compute their coordinates in the Euclidean space when they join the system.
Thus, given the coordinates for two nodes, any node can predict the distance between them [44].
Note that the distance here means the latency (i.e., round-trip delay or network hops).
4.1. The Lautc algorithm
For each new participating node, Lautc constructs the overlay according to the following three
steps: (1) computing its own network coordinate with PIC method [44], (2) obtaining other nodes’
information by parallel executing multiple random walks sampling, and (3) selecting nodes as its
neighbors and building the relationship.
In Lautc, each node selects the k nearest nodes and randomly picks k 0 remote nodes as its neighbors. Each node maintains a list of remote nodes and adopts least recent used (LRU) replacing
strategy to limit the size of storage. When a node forwards the searching or publishing messages,
the LRU node of the list will be replaced by the source node.
The number of neighbors in Lautc is not clearly defined, we try to adaptively choose the number
of neighbors for each node according to the capability of the node. Generally, the more powerful
nodes have larger probability of interconnection, thus the number of their neighbors increases. On
the contrary, the nodes with low capability usually have less number of neighbors.
In summary, as for each new participating node m, Lautc executes the following steps:
1. Node m obtains the landmark nodes from the bootstrap node and calculates its coordinate
according to the network coordinate computing method PIC [44];
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2. Node m obtains a set L of existing nodes in the system from the bootstrap node and randomly
selects l nodes from L as the start nodes for sampling;
3. Parallel executing l-way random walks with a certain length by traversing the network from m,
then all the traversed nodes return the information including IPs and the network coordinates
to m;
4. Node m receives the information and calculates the delays with the coordinates to obtain the
set of delays Sdelay ;
5. Node m selects k nodes (denoted as Snear ) with the smallest delays in Sdelay , then randomly
chooses k 0 nodes from the remaining nodes (denoted as Srand ), and adds them to its neighbor
list, that is, m.neighbor List D Snear [ Srand ;
6. Node m establishes the relationships with the neighbors and stores the related information.
The main motivation of selecting k nearest nodes as neighbors is to reduce the average delay of
routing, while selecting k 0 neighbors is to enhance the system stability and improve the searching.
In order to place more emphasis on the routing efficiency of flash data dissemination, we select
more close nodes as neighbors, and the rate of k and k 0 is set to 2:1 in our experiments. The number
of neighbors in the overlay that is constructed by Lautc is determined by each node’s processing
capability. The more powerful nodes would have the more number of the neighbors.

4.2. Other issues in Lautc
To gradually establish the system, two other issues need to be solved in the topology construction
with Lautc, including the bootstrap issues and the topology maintaining issue such as processing for
the departure and failure of the nodes.
4.2.1. Bootstraps in Lautc. The bootstrap issue is mainly derived from two aspects: the bootstrap
of the network coordinates computing process and the bootstrap of the topology construction process. We first select some landmarks and calculate the coordinates of the landmarks. Then, the new
participating node calculates its own coordinate according to the landmarks and makes itself as a
landmark of the other nodes for the coordinates computation with the PIC method [44]. Then, each
node constantly updates its coordinate by exchanging information with other nodes to gradually
establish a stable network coordinate system.
In the bootstrapping of topology construction process, the system first establishes some nodes
and starts these bootstrapping nodes as the entrances of the new joining nodes. Thus, the new participating node can find the entrance of the system and gradually establish the topology construction
process by continuously adding neighbors with the corresponding steps of the Lautc algorithm. Note
that the initial entrances should be published to notify the subsequent joining nodes.
4.2.2. Topology maintaining. Because of the dynamic of real P2P networks, the nodes may depart
the system or fail at any moment, thus we need to update the topology when this case occurs. In
Lautc, each node periodically detects its neighbors by probing to obtain the status of the neighbors. Once a failed probe is found, then it will probe the neighbor again. If it probes n times and
all the probes are unsuccessful, then the neighbor will be regarded to be failed or left. Thus, the
node will be removed from the neighbor list. Note that n is a threshold value, which is set by
the users.
Note that because the nodes in the system may frequently leave or fail, the number of the
neighbors for each node may be small. Thus, to improve the connectivity and robustness of the
unstructured P2P overlay, we need to adjust the neighbor relationships of these nodes. Therefore, if
the number of the neighbors is smaller than l, which is also set by the user or customer, then we will
initiate a new request for neighbors. Thus, we can combine the new neighbors found by sampling
with the existing neighbors to reestablish the neighbor relationship.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Path switching with BLOR.

5. ROUTING OPTIMIZATION WITH BLOR
5.1. The framework of BLOR
The BLOR optimizes the routing over a location-aware unstructured overlay constructed with Lautc,
which takes full account of the latency. Thus, the efficiency of data location is much better than the
traditional unstructured overlay.
The bandwidth capacity is the maximum amount of data per time unit that the link or path has
available, when there is no competing traffic. If a path consists of several links, the link with the
minimum transmission rate determines the capacity of the path. Available bandwidth is the maximum amount of data per time unit that a link or path can provide, given the current utilization. Note
that utilization is the aggregate capacity currently being consumed on a link or path. Available bandwidth is the amount of usable bandwidth without affecting cross-traffic, and available bandwidth
along a path is the minimum available bandwidth of all traversed links. Bandwidth capacity and
available bandwidth are both important parameters of the network paths, which have been proved
to be the key factors for affecting the data dissemination [4, 36, 38]. Thus, besides delays, we try
to select the routing paths according to the bandwidth capacity and available bandwidth, in order to
avoid the bottleneck link or the poor performance end-to-end paths.
To summarize, BLOR mainly includes the following five processes:
1. Measuring, collecting, and storing the information of bandwidth capacity between the nodes;
2. Detecting the bottleneck link and locating the bottleneck node b (Figure 3(a));
3. The source node s and the bottleneck node b pick the nodes that meets Eq. (1) from neighbors
to obtain a candidate node set Scand (Figure 3(b));
4. Node s probes the available bandwidth between s and each node from Scand , as well as the
available bandwidth to target node t (Figure 3(c));
5. Selecting the best detour node according to the bandwidth capacity and available bandwidth
for the new routing paths (Figure 3(d)).
In the second step, many available tools [39, 47, 48] can be used to detect the bottleneck links, and
we use pathneck [39] method to detect the bottleneck link. When the bottleneck node b is detected,
we obtain the bandwidth capacity of the paths between the candidate nodes and from the candidate
nodes to the target node. In order to ensure that the performance of the detour path is better than the
default path, we introduce an improvement factor, which satisfies the following constraint:
min.capsc ; capct / > ˛  capst
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where the capab is the bandwidth capacity between a and b, while s, c, and t correspond to the
source node, the candidate node, and the target node, respectively. The value of ˛ in Eq. (1) reflects
the demanding requirements of the bandwidth capacity of the switching path, and the value of ˛ is
determined by the actual needs of the applications.
Accordingly, we select the set of the nodes that meet Eq. (1) as the candidate node set Scand_bottle .
Additionally, we use the same way to select some qualified neighbors of node s as the candidates
(denoted as Scand_send ). Thus, we can obtain the final candidate set as Scand D Scand_bottle [ Scand_send .
Besides, we can use available bandwidth measurement tools, such as Pathload [49], pathChirp [50],
and Spruce [51] to measure the available bandwidth Avail_sc between the source node s and each
candidate node c in Scand , as well as Avail_ct between each candidate node c in Scand and the target
t . Thus, the available bandwidth of the new dissemination path from the source to the target satisfies
Availst D min.Availsc ; Availct /

(2)

After obtaining all the available bandwidth information for all the candidate nodes, we can select
the nodes with the predominant performance as the detour nodes and reselect new paths for data
dissemination. Additionally, we select the candidate nodes from the neighbors of the bottleneck
node to keep the original routing paths as far as possible, which reduces the delay caused by the
path switching. However, there also exist two challenging problems that need to be solved: (1) how
can we find the real outstanding nodes from a large number of candidates as the detour nodes for the
overlay routing and (2) how can we manage the information efficiently, especially for the bandwidth
capacity. In the next two subsections, we will introduce the novel corresponding strategies to address
the above two problems.
5.2. Ranking the candidates
Bandwidth capacity and available bandwidth are both important parameters of the network paths,
especially for our flash data dissemination. Thus, we apply a top-k dominance model to rank the
candidate nodes, aiming at balancing the multiple factors and selecting the real excellent candidate
nodes for path switching.
First, we introduce several elementary definitions related with top-k dominance model, including
the concepts of dominate, directly dominate, dominance weight, and dominance layer.
Definition 1
(dominate) Given two objects a and b in Rd , a dominates b (denoted as a  b), if a is not worse
than b on all attributes and is better than b on at least one attribute according to the given preference
of attribute values.
Definition 2
(directly dominate) Given a data set D and objects a; b; c 2 D, if a  b, and not exist any object c,
s.t. c  b and a  c, then we define that object a directly dominates b (denoted as a É b).
Without loss of generality, we assume that lower is better for all the attributes throughout this
paper. Thus, as shown in Figure 4, we can easily find that C  ¹G; H; I º and D  ¹C; F; G; I; H º,
while C É G and D É ¹C; F º, according to the aforementioned two definitions.
Definition 3
(dominance weight) Given a data set D, if object a É b and b is directly dominated by m objects,
then the dominance weight wa;b of a to b is 1=m or 0 otherwise.
For example, from Figure 4, we can see that ¹G; F ºÉH , thus wG;H =wF ;H =1/2. Similarly, GÉI ,
and wG;I D 1.
Definition 4
(dominance layer) If an object a is not dominated by other objects, then object a is at the 1-layer.
If object a is not at the 1;    ; .k  1/-layer (k > 1), and it is only dominated by the objects at the
1;    ; .k  1/-layer, then the object a is at the k-layer.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Example of a top-2 dominance data set.

Figure 5. The semi-distributed storage structure.

From the aforementioned definition of dominance layer, we can alleviate the process of finding
the direct dominance relation, as one object a dominates another object b, then a will be in the
smaller layer than b.
Definition 5
(ranking
score) Given a data set D, the ranking score value f .a/ of an object a is defined as f .a/ D
P
e2D;aÉe .wa;e C f .e//.
Example 1
As shown in Figure 4, our goal is to find out the top-2 dominance points with the top-2 largest
ranking score values.
From Figure 4, we divide all the points in Figure 4 into four layers, and we can easily find the
following direct dominance relations: ¹B; Gº É I , ¹F; Gº É H , C É G, B É E, D É C , and D É F .
According to Definition 5, we know the ranking score value of G is f .G/ D f .I / C f .H / D
1=2 C 1=2 D 1, f .C / D 1 C 1 D 2, and f .F / D 1=2. Similarly, f .D/ D f .F / C f .C / C
w.D; F /Cw.D; C / D 2C1=2C1C1 D 9=2, and f .B/ D f .E/Cf .I /Cw.B; E/Cw.B; I / D
0 C 0 C 1 C 1=2 D 3=2. Thus, the top-2 dominance points are D and C in the example.
Therefore, according to the aforementioned top-k dominance model, we can easily rank all the
candidate nodes as the detour nodes for path switching, if we change x and y into the values of the
bandwidth capacity and available bandwidth of the nodes. Moreover, assume that larger coordinate
values are preferred on each dimension.
In addition, one another problem also needs to be considered. When choosing a node as a detour
for a specific path, the protocol should further consider if this node has not already been selected as
a detour node for another path of the same flash data dissemination, as the overload for the node may
degrade the routing performance. Therefore, to avoid this problem, we try to label the detour nodes.
Specifically, if one node becomes a detour node, we use a variable (e.g., WORKING = TRUE) to
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denote it. When the dissemination task is finished, we reset the variable. Therefore, when we choose
the candidate nodes as the detour nodes, we additionally check the status of the nodes and choose
the best nodes that do not work as the detour nodes to be the relay nodes.
5.3. The information management
The related information in our approach includes the network coordinates of the nodes, the bandwidth capacity, and available bandwidth. The coordinates of the nodes are individually maintained
by the nodes themselves, while the available bandwidth information is obtained by the real measurements if needed. Thus, the management of them is not complicated, and in this paper, we only
focus on the management of the bandwidth capacity. Generally, the management for the information
of bandwidth capacity includes the measuring, collecting, and storage for the bandwidth capacity
information.
Different from the available bandwidth measurement, the bandwidth capacity measurement needs
much more time and communication overhead. There exist several tools for the measurement of
bandwidth capacity, such as pathrate [52], CapProbe [53], bprobe [54], and nettimer [55]. In our
proposed approach, we adopt pathrate, because of its high accuracy and popularity. Generally, the
bandwidth capacity between two nodes remains unchanged unless the routing paths change. Thus,
we only need to update it when the routing paths change, which can be detected by trace-route.
The storage of bandwidth capacity is the foremost part of the information management. Obviously, it is not practical that we store all the information in a centralized node, because of the
consideration of communication bottleneck and a single point of failure. On the contrary, if we adopt
a fully distributed management manner, then each node will access other remote nodes to obtain
information, which may affect the applications on the nodes, and the access efficiency is relatively
poor. Therefore, we adopt a semi-distributed architecture to manage the bandwidth information,
which is similar to the work in [4].
In addition, in order to reduce the accessing overhead, we divide the information servers (IS) that
are used to manage the information into many clusters according to the delays, which are calculated
with the network coordinates obtained by the aforementioned approaches. The specific network
structure for storage in our approach is shown in Figure 5.
From Figure 5, we can see that each peer node P is managed by a certain information server
ISi , which is the nearest server to P . Thus, P can obtain or store the information from or to the
server ISi more efficiently than the other servers. Assume that there exist k IS that are deployed
in the system, the specific framework for the bandwidth capacity information management can be
described as follows:
The new participating node Pnew probes to the k servers to obtain the coordinates of the servers;
Pnew calculates the delays to the servers with the network coordinates of the nodes;
Pnew selects the server ISi with the smallest delays to manage the information;
Pnew measures the bandwidth capacity information to the other nodes and stores them to ISi ;
Each node periodically detects the change of the routing path by trace-route method for each
T time interval;
6. Each node remeasures the bandwidth capacity information to the nodes and updates the
information in the corresponding IS s if the routing paths change.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Note that when a node leaves the system, we do not need to notify the IS to delete the related
information but periodically update the internal information by the IS. If we find that the redundant
information exists in the system for a long time, then it will be directly deleted.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
6.1. Experimental environments
In this section, we will report extensive experiments to validate our proposals. The experiments
mainly consist of two parts: (1) we test the efficiency of data dissemination, with or without BLOR
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Figure 6. Performance of BLOR and the native method.

optimization, and (2) we analyze and test BLOR from the perspectives of the latency and bandwidth
optimizations.
Specifically, in order to ensure the authenticity of the simulation results, we set up a testbed with
PeerSim** for all the experiments in this paper, which is a classic simulator for P2P network. The
project collects the delays between about 2000 DNS by King [56], thus we can obtain the pairwise
delays directly. To model the dynamic of the underlying Internet, we adopt BRITE†† to generate
Internet router topologies with 3000 routers.
For the first evaluation part, we employ the network with end-to-end available bandwidth ranging
from 800 Kbps to 4 Mbps. The available bandwidth of bottleneck link is set to 150 kbps, and the
ratio of the bottleneck links is set to 1%. The bandwidth capacities of all the paths are generated
by BRITE, from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps. Additionally, we generated networks with varying packet
loss rates, from 1% to 20%. The latency between nodes is always heterogeneous, as dictated by the
router backbone generated by BRITE.
For the second experimental part, we adopt the data sets collected by HP Labs in the PlanetLab‡‡ .
The data sets include the bandwidth capacity and latency information. We sample 200 nodes from
1740 nodes for the simulation and analyze the network paths.
Additionally, we have tested the Lautc algorithm by simulation in the second experiment part.
The structure of the PeerSim mainly consists of three parts: the overlay construction, the protocol,
and the event generator.
 Overlay construction is the core of the simulation, and we construct the overlay based on the
delay information;
 Protocol implementation is based on events generated by the P2P protocols;
 Event generator is mainly used to generate various events, such as nodes joining and data
location.
6.2. Performance metrics
To evaluate the efficiency of flash data dissemination, we introduce two metrics, that is, complete
time and coverage speed in the experiments, which are proposed in [15]. Then, to evaluate the
performance of Lautc, we compare the latency stretches of different topologies. Finally, to analyze the performance of the real network paths after optimization, we introduce two other metrics:
optimizable path ratio and optimizable pair ratio.
 Complete time: The total time from the start at the sender until all the targets receive all the
contents.
** http://peersim.sourceforge.net.
†† http://www.cs.bu.edu/brite.
‡‡ http://www.planet-lab.org.
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 Coverage speed: It indicates how many nodes receive all the content at a certain point of time.
 Latency stretch: The ratio of the delays between logical nodes and the delays between nodes in
physical network.
 Optimizable path ratio: The ratio of the paths that can be optimized among all the paths.
 Optimizable pair ratio: The ratio of all the node pairs whose paths can be optimized among all
the node pairs.
6.3. Evaluation of flash data dissemination
In this section, we test how fast that BLOR can disseminate information to a set of receivers over
spread across a wide-area network.
First, we evaluate the time to disseminate a 2 MB file among an increasing number of recipients
and compare the efficiency of BLOR with the native routing method. Note that the native routing
method means the routing method with the native IP routes (i.e., the default routing protocol in the
physical network). We ran each experiment five times and plot the average value of the five runs,
and all the results of BLOR are with only 1 hop. As shown in Figure 6(a), when the number of
recipients is greater than five, BLOR disseminates much faster than the native routing method and
for 100 nodes, BLOR is more than twice as fast as the native routing method. Figure 6(b) shows
that the coverage speed of BLOR is larger at any given point of time, which indicates that nodes in
BLOR obtain the content much faster than the native method.
Second, we implement the state-of-the-art flash data dissemination method (concurrent random
expanding walkers (CREW) [15] in PeerSim. CREW is a smart gossip protocol designed to support both content and network heterogeneity and deal with transmission failures without sacrificing
dissemination speed. Furthermore, we implement BLOR and BARON [4] based on the CREW
protocol. Note that BARON utilizes both capacity and available bandwidth information to quickly
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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locate alternative overlay paths that provide larger bandwidth than the default paths. In addition, to
evaluate the effects of different file sizes, we have tested the dissemination files with the size of 2
and 20 MB, and the experimental results are described in Figures 7 and 8.
From Figures 7 and 8, we can find that BLOR and BARON both can improve the data dissemination. Moreover, for the small-sized file dissemination, BLOR can significantly reduce the
transmission time, whereas for larger-sized file, BLOR is very close to BARON. This is probably
a consequence of the main transmission time for large files, while the latency for data location and
forwarding can be relatively ignored, which indicates that our approach is more useful in flash data
dissemination.
6.4. Bandwidth and latency optimization
6.4.1. Evaluation of Lautc. We first compare the latency stretch of the topologies constructed with
Lautc, Binning [57], and Gnutella. As shown in Figure 9(a), the average latency stretch is less than
2 in Lautc and remains unchanged as the increase of nodes. Comparatively, the average latency
stretch of Binning and Gnutella are about 5 and 3 respectively, which both grow fast as the increase
of the node number. Thus, we can conclude that the performance of Lautc is much better than the
others. Because the performance of Binning is too worse than the others, in the following tests, we
only focus on the comparison between Lautc and Gnutella.
For the data location simulation tests, the simulator carries out 2000 data location requests. From
Figure 9(b), we can see that the average data location time of Lautc is 55% times lower than
Gnutella. Figure 10 shows the CDF of the ratio of Lautc and Gnutella for the average data location
time. In the P2P simulation environments, 2000 and 5000 nodes are produced by BRITE and PeerSim, respectively. Experimental results show that the time of Lautc is much less than Gnutella, as
the messages can select close nodes to route, which reduces the routing hops and the total routing
delays.
6.4.2. Optimization with BLOR. First, we analyze the status of the real network paths. As shown in
Figure 11, the optimizable path ratio is nearly 28%. In addition, it can also be seen from Figure 11
that the optimizable pair ratio accounts nearly 90%, and the paths with 1.5 times gain of bandwidth
capacity accounted for nearly 21%. Therefore, we believe that in a real network environment, there
exist a large number of paths that can be further optimized.
Second, we analyze the improvement of bandwidth capacity with three path selection strategies:
(1) the maximum bandwidth capacity (MAX-BW), (2) the minimum delay (MIN-RTT), and (3) the
average bandwidth capacity of all the paths that meet the constraint of Eq. (1) (AVG). For these three
strategies, the optimized bandwidth capacity values with different ˛ and the corresponding delays
are shown in Figure 12. From Figure 12(a), we can see that MAX-BW gets the largest gain, while
AVG and MIN-RTT are more or less the same. Figure 12(b) shows that the MAX-BW increases the
largest delay, mainly because of the path switching, which increases the hops of routing. However,
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Figure 10. The delay ratio between Lautc and Gnutella.

Figure 11. The optimizable path ratio and pair ratio for different ˛.

Figure 12. Evaluation of path selection strategies.

if we choose MIN-RTT, it obtains the minimum bandwidth capacity gains. Therefore, we need to
take bandwidth capacity and latency into account for detour routing.
Third, we test the performance of BLOR approach. In the experiment, we periodically introduce
background traffic per 5 min on the routing paths. Therefore, the available bandwidth of each path
changes constantly. We totally execute 300 times, and obtain the results of using the default routing
method and BLOR method for the available bandwidth. From Figure 13, we can see that BLOR
can avoid congestion paths or inefficient paths, which significantly improves the efficiency of flash
data dissemination. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the effects of the hops, we also examine the
performance of BLOR with different hops. As the results of 100 running times shown in Figure 14,
the gain of available bandwidth is obvious, which is more limited for larger hops. The larger the
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Figure 13. The gain of the available bandwidth.
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Figure 14. The effects on the hops.

number of hops is, the larger the delays will be; thus, we need to balance the gains and losses. In
our experience, we find that one hop or two is enough, for small data with one-hop and two-hop for
data with larger size.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents BLOR, a novel efficient bandwidth and latency sensitive overlay routing
approach for flash data dissemination. BLOR selects paths by optimizing latency, bandwidth
capacity, and available bandwidth altogether to solve the problems of inefficient routing and data
transmission in the overlay-based flash data dissemination. Extensive experiments have verified that
the performance of flash data dissemination can be significantly improved with BLOR. Therefore,
we can conclude that BLOR is a practical and efficient overlay routing approach for flash data
dissemination.
We are currently investigating some extensions of our work. First, we focus on further optimizing
flash data dissemination by establishing an elaborate dissemination topology, such as tree, mesh,
or their combination. Second, we plan to further investigate the benefits of our approaches when
considering actual communication patterns in real networks and study the effects of churns on the
detour routing performance. Furthermore, we implement a real flash data dissemination system with
our proposed approach and transplant it to the PlanetLab for further evaluation and application.
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